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Abstract

There is a misconception that 21st century education is all about using the right online tools. However, the premise of 21st century education requires the integration of relevant content, skills and instructional support to enhance knowledge processes in line with the requirement of 21st century learning to arrive at meaningful learning experience and not merely the use of online tools. To enhance the integration, an Online Multiliteracies Project Approach (eMULPA) framework is designed by incorporating teachers’ presence, online tools, learning materials, collaborative efforts while fulfilling the syllabus requirement so that the interconnectedness in these elements would give learners a learning experience that is worthwhile and meaningful. The framework which encompasses the knowledge processes: exploration, contextualization, investigation, deliberation and consolidation is expected to assist learners to have meaningful learning. This paper focuses on the learners’ experiences while undergoing the knowledge processes in eMULPA. Data collection tools were interviews, teaching documents and learners’ reflective journals. For this paper, only data from learners’ reflective journal were drawn, coded for themes and explicated because reflective journal is one of the reliable means to gather information on the metacognitive processes undergone by learners. The preliminary findings demonstrated learners’ have undergone meaningful learning experiences through the eMULPA knowledge processes highlighted above. Thus, the implementation of eMULPA is expected to assist learners to acquire the 21st century skills.
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1. Introduction

Graduate employability issue has been actively discussed in Malaysia in which 161,000 graduates were reported to be unemployed (Bernama, 2015). A number of studies raised the issue of unemployment among Malaysian graduates who lacked employability skills and 21st century skills to be at par with the current globalization and technological era (Hairuszila, et al. 2009; Morshidi, et al., 2012). In the 21st century, with the globalization and advent of technologies, education has taken a new leap in its mission to produce graduates who have undergone a meaningful learning experience and are highly productive, effective communicators, inventive thinkers and masters of technology. Since online learning in tertiary education is taking up a central stage, we argue that having a repository by compiling online materials and getting the learners to work on them are not sufficient to give the learners a meaningful learning experience which are interconnected and resembles real world. The current study embarks on an Online Multiliteracies Project Learning Approach (e-MULPA) that combines the multiliteracies approach (Fariza Puteh-Behak, 2013), task-based
language teaching (Ramiaida Darmi, 2013) and project-based learning as a new teaching and learning approach which incorporate elements of online learning and soft skills.

2. Literature Review

The focus of education should now be put on the cultivation of knowledge process and 21st century skills such as communicational skills, technological skills, creative and critical thinking skills as well as collaborative learning skills in our classrooms. As such, a learning model is needed as a framework of reference for teachers and learners to incorporate learning using online tools, 21st century knowledge process as well as the authenticity of classroom learning to generate multiliterate graduates.

Hence, online Multiliteracies Project Approach (e-MULPA) is being initiated. This novel teaching and learning approach focuses on the online multiliteracies project approach that would combines the authenticity of classroom learning and learning using online tools. E-MULPA combines three established teaching approaches which are: the multiliteracies pedagogy (Fariza Puteh-Behak, 2013, The New London Group, 2000), task-based language teaching (Ellis, 2009; Ramiaida Darmi, 2013), and project-based learning.

Traditionally, learning is made up of separate and disconnected pieces, causing learners to have a disrupted view in the subject matter. Through e-MULPA, learning is made more meaningful as all lessons are interconnected and arranged to involve the learners in a meaningful learning experience. In being part of a meaningful learning experience, the learner will have a better understanding of the subject matter and have the opportunity to practice 21st century skills. It is hoped that these learners will be able to polish their employability competence.

This module is a first of its kind in providing references for English language lecturers to incorporate online tools, 21st century skills and the authenticity of classroom learning in order to generate multiliterate graduates for the 21st century workforce. This module is comprehensive as it will guide educators in designing a multiliteracies project approach for their own learning context. The module will also outline how to interconnect the lessons to make learning more meaningful.

e-MULPA module is beneficial as it assists lecturers in producing unique on-line lessons aimed at generating skilled university graduates who possess 21st century skills and are able to meet the demand of modern employment.

Figure 1: e-MULPA Framework
3. Methodology

This study adopts a qualitative research paradigm. Data were collected through interviews, teaching documents and learners' reflective journals. For this paper, data from learners' reflective journal were drawn because reflective journal is one of the reliable means to gather information on the metacognitive processes undergone by learners. In eMULPA, reflective journals are used to describe the learners' experience in the process of learning. Through the journal writing process, students indirectly become “more aware not only of what they learn, but also how they learn” (Voss, 1988). Journals provide extremely useful insights into how students cope with the learning experience-- how they study, how they handle materials, how their understanding changes through the course and how they take responsibility for their own learning (Park, 2003). The data from the reflective journal were stored in excel files, coded for themes and explicated using the knowledge processes in eMULPA: exploration, contextualization, investigation, deliberation and consolidation.

The research participants were a group of 48 ESL (English as a second language) undergraduates who were taking BIA 2012 (English for Communicative Purposes) during their first semester at the university. Specifically, it is an intermediate course that aims to enhance learners with the appropriate language skills, grammar and vocabulary required at the varsity level. The teaching and learning process in this course is focused on the application of various skills through language learning activities; both in and outside classroom. Assessments are continuous and geared towards developing learners to achieve a satisfactory level in the language.

4. Findings & Discussion

Findings indicated that e-MULPA has positively initiated and facilitated learners' knowledge processes in transforming learners existing knowledge and skills to meet the much needed 21st century learning skills. As this online multiliteracies project approach embodies three established teaching approaches, that are multiliteracies approach, task based language teaching approach and project based learning approach, the strength of this approach is evident the different stages of knowledge processes that learners individually undergo and collaboratively participated.

Subsequently, the findings of this paper will focus on how the stages in the knowledge processes has provided meaningful learning experiences for learners and hence further facilitate and support their knowledge and skills in the effort to generate multiliterate graduates to meet the demand of the 21st century knowledge and skills.

4.1 Exploration stage

In the exploration stage in eMULPA, the learners were asked to form small focus groups and identify significant issues in their community. In this stage, learners were expected to search for relevant issues and exercise the relevant skills to complete the project given to them. Exploration is a concept that deals with the use of hands-on manipulatives and learner inquiry in collaborative nature with active engagement to search for new knowledge in the learning process. The learners' reflections can be categorized into two pertinent themes: the use of hands-on manipulatives and search for new knowledge.

A number of learners’ reflections dealt with the interest and gains related to IT skills for the former category. When the learners were in the exploration stage, they mostly relied on hands-on manipulatives specifically online tools to start off their project. Some of the excerpts on learners' interest in using the online tools are:

- I like learning about research survey using Google Form because before this I have never use it (BS 3).
- I really like the video activity because it is so interesting and I never use it before...it also gives training to produce a good video by me (BS 16).
- The learners also reflected on the gains of the online tools:
  - When I did the Google Form survey, I gained more experience through research (BS 18).
  - Video presentation also improves my video editing skills using many online apps (BS 23)

In light of the learners' reflections on interest and gains in IT skills in the exploration stage, the 21st century skills: creativity and innovation skills, were evident. Wegerif & Dawes (2004) asserts that creativity is a pertinent skill that can and ought to be fostered. In an analysis, Loveless (2002) talks about the connection between technology, learning and creativity, which highlighted how technology allowed individuals to produce high quality work in a range of media that provided platforms for creativity to take place. The misconception that creativity and innovation skills are only for artistic-types and geniuses; creativity is something one is born with or without (Trilling & Fadel, 2009), has led to the neglect of these skills to be nurtured. Trilling & Fadel (2009) further argue that creativity can be nurtured by teaching staff and
learning environments that empower questioning, openness to new ideas, and learning in the process of trial and error. Creativity and innovation skills (Wegerif & Dawes, 2004) can be developed, like other skills, with practice and perseverance.

Thus, the learners have shown through their reflections that their interest and the gains in using and selecting appropriate online tools which were within their accessibility (hands-on manipulatives; creativity and innovation skills), have made them learn part of their project at the onset stage without being too dependent on the teachers. In other words, they have demonstrated their grasp of the 21st century skills namely creativity and innovative skills in the exploration stage.

The second theme in the exploration stage is learning new things. The reflection from learners clearly portrayed that the quest for new knowledge and skills started at the beginning of the eMULPA project. The learners responses under the second theme (Learning new things) can be categorized into: new experiences and personalized preference.

Here are some of the excerpts on learners’ reflection on new experiences:

I like learning about research survey using Google Form because before this I have never use it (BS6)
First of all it give me a new experience on the available tools for video presentation which I never do it before (BS 5)
During our video shooting, that’s the first time I’m talking like a TV personality (BS 9).
I like it. Because I can learn new thing like how to create documentary and the process. And I like to create and would like to suggest all people to create video or anything related to media (BS 12)

4.2 Contextualization stage

The second knowledge process that learners went through is contextualization which means the connection between the subject matter with the competencies required (National Governors’ Association & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).

In eMULPA the learners were given the guide by the teacher to select the issues they were interested in for their project in which the learners worked collaboratively to link the selected issue with real world setting and community. In the reflections, the learners highlighted that the process has enhanced their existing knowledge in terms of their personal interest, current proficiency level and IT skills. Some of their reflections are:

I like producing video because I have a deep interest on video editing and such. Thus, this experience help improve my video producing skills for future use (BS 3).
In my opinion, learning approach like this can help low proficient students to excel in the English language subject (BS 15).
It help me to gain more IT knowledge (BS 22)

Therefore, learners experiences in this stage, has demonstrated that they learnt the 21st century skills such as the critical thinking, communication and ICT skills which are the aims of eMULPA, in the process.

4.3 Investigation stage

The investigation stage involved in the knowledge processes found in e-Mulpa encompasses the opportunity for learners to be engaged in collaborative learning to investigate not only the problems reflected in the nontrivial issue identified in the exploration stage, but also how the tools are to be effectively used in presenting the particular issue.

At this stage, learners were expected to pursue each aspect of the inquiry by generating and refining the questions of the issue identified within the community that they are in; in this case issues relating to the undergraduates studying at a particular university. These points are evidenced in the following excerpts:

Learning experience through research helps to gain knowledge about something new (BS23)
Secondly, I like the learning experience through research because I and my team had a very good cooperation (BS10)
Besides that, they were also required to consider the relevant research tools required to capture and extract specific information required to the issue identified. This includes the use of online survey tools such as Google forms to gain in-depth understanding of the problem in question.

Yes, I do the learning experience through research and survey (BS1)
I like learning about research survey using Google Form because before this I have never use it (BS3)
When I did the Google Form survey, I gained more experience through research (BS18)

Investigation on using the technology as a tool to present the results of the deliberated solutions identified for the issue in question also is also evident at this stage. While the exploration stage involves learners using and selecting the appropriate online tools within their accessibility at the onset stage of their learning, the investigation stage provides learners the opportunity to identify and plan how to use these tools effectively in succinctly presenting the solutions emanating from the issue identified. Among the tools selected include the use of recorded video and animation softwares available on the internet such as Prezi, PowToon, Movie Moment, and even Movie Maker to convey their ideas regarding the issue in question. The following excerpts are some of the examples of learners experience using these online tools in their learning processes:

Of course. In producing the video, I gained a lot of information regarding this topic and issue discussed. In fact, the activity enhanced my knowledge about a certain issue (BS17)
Yes, I like the learning experience through research/survey and producing video presentations because can expose me on how to create good video, to communicate with others (BS18)

According to Sheppard (1998), such learning approach encourages learners’ critical thinking skills as they are demanded to define and identify not only the problems at hand, but also make predictions and debate ideas by asking and refining the relevant questions needed (Blumenfiled et al., 1991).

It is noteworthy to highlight that these findings also suggest that e-Mulpa was able to initiate and facilitate learners existing knowledge and skills and hence transformed them to new social contexts in which new knowledge and skills that are crucially demanded for the 21st century can be achieved. Moreover, other findings gained from this study also showed that learning enjoyed the new experience and skills learnt and acquired whilst completing the e-Mulpa project.

Yes, I do the learning experience through research and survey. And producing video presentation because it is challenging to me (BS1)
In addition, it will not be boring and was very interesting learning (BS7)
Yes, of course. During research and producing video, I have enjoy myself very much (BS9)
And I think this type of learning is enjoyable and interesting (BS11)

Additionally, as issues dealt during the learning process consist of those that are related to the problems faced in a real and actual context, learners also had the opportunities to use the target language learnt in an authentic contexts. In doing so, the language learning process can progress positively as learners’ natural language learning capacity is nurtured (Ellis, 2009).

This experience makes me really really loves toward English subjects, and also improving my self confidence to speak English (BS6)
This project makes me enjoy and make me improve to speak English (BS13)

Importantly, this positive experience stated above by the learners involved, is crucial not only to create a conducive learning environment, but to provide learners with the opportunities to participate effectively in a variety of formal situations to generate multiliterate graduates to meet the challenges of the 21st century education.

4.4 Deliberation stage

The deliberation stage that is involved in e-MULPA consists of learners’ collaboratively collecting and analysing data, drawing conclusions, communicating their ideas and findings to others as well as creating the relevant artefacts. Subsequently it provides the learners with the ‘knowing and doing’ opportunities in their learning processes where they are not only required to acquire the relevant knowledge embedded in their curriculum, but also to apply what they know to solve the issue identified (Markham, 2011). This is evidently shown in the following excerpts:

Secondly, like the learning experience through research because I and my team had a very good cooperation. We talk a
lot about how to produce the videos, we collect information and keep changing the information. I like it very much (BS10)
I really like the video activity because it is so interesting and it also gives training to produce a good video (BS16)
I like producing video with my team. My team has many ideas. Finally we get second in producing video. We are very happy (BS10)

It is also important also to highlight as learners work together in their individual groups assigned, such tasks encourage them to participate meaningfully in the decision making process.

Second, I learn on how to communicate with other people to get information and cooperate with them (BS 2)
Work in group is also give a new ways to communicate(BS 5)
First the reason is the cooperation of my group. They give full cooperation and attention during complete our survey task (BS 9)

Subsequently, such collaborative learning experience facilitated learners becoming critical thinkers hence further support their transformed learning experience as exhibited through their e-MULPA projects (Figure 2).

From the video activity, I get to learn how to speak confidently, and do research on current issues (B17)
Yes, I like the learning experience through research/survey and producing video presentations because I can explore and gain more knowledge about how to make the good video presentations (BS11)

Figure 2: Learners Video Project (3C-Clean, Clear and Care Campaign)

4.5 Consolidation stage

Upon going through the five stages, learners arrived to the Consolidation stage where there are more face-to-face interactions between the Teacher-Learners and among the learners themselves, as they presented their work and video and come to assess their progress as a group. These interactions were more flexible especially for online interactions involving:

1. Learners discussion sessions regarding the presentations’ topics and ideas
2. Learners’ consolidation of information as they identify, compare, and analyze information from a number of textual sources; they also need to synthesize information from various sources to solve problems and perform tasks

Learners were encouraged to express and justify their opinions about important issues or personal preferences, with support from personal knowledge or experience or from other sources. Learners could also reflect on their progress as a reader and writer and make use of appropriate academic resources substantially well. Two significant elements that were developed in these processes were the learners’ public speaking skills and their confidence levels as articulated through their comments in the reflective journals:

Enhanced Public Speaking Skills:

Thirdly, I like it because I experience like on actress. Speaking in front of camera, talking formally, talk about learner issue. That’s really joyful (BS10)
Apart from that, by producing [the] video, I have more courage to speak in front of the public. It also eliminates the feeling of shyness/ self-inhibition in me (BS13)

Elevated Confidence Levels
Improve my self-confidence to speak English (BS6)
I feel really great when I complete this task (BS17)
My confidence has also increased (BS 24)

Also, learners viewed their experience in a positive light, as they become more engaged in the learning process and are more aware of how they are learning. These are evident through the learners’ responses:

I gained a lot of experience through this project. (BS14)
I also gained new knowledge in producing the video (BS 17)
Learning experience through research helps to gain knowledge about something new (BS 23)

Throughout the learners’ experience undergoing eMULPA, learners also commented that their teamwork improved in spite of the challenges that eMULPA brought to them. They were able to critically evaluate their work process and quality, thus developing critical practical knowledge in order to fulfill each task. Learners reported substantial knowledge and skills growth and also transformations to their thinking and attitude to learning which runs well with their expectations of what learning at the university level is like. Subsequently, their journey through eMULPA has prepared the learners with the critical skills needed for them to function in the 21st Century learning and workplace, as it directly addressed integral aspects linked to multiliterate graduates.

5. Conclusion

Overall, evidence from the learners’ reflective journals show that eMULPA has allowed for a meaningful learning experience to take place, by interconnecting all the critical elements for successful learning: teachers’ presence, online tools, learning materials, collaborative efforts and the syllabus. eMULPA has provided the space for them to be in charge of their learning, to be more active and more engaged in learning. These newly-acquired learning process, experiences, perspectives and skills matched the learners’ expectations of what a tertiary education stands for and transformed the learners into the aspired multiliterate graduates equipped with the 21st Century skills needed for them to function effectively when they enter the workforce.
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